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The Power of Pure Perception
Welcome Home Soul Family of Light!
SMILE Soul Power is here to offer:
Encouragement, Enlightenment, & Empowerment
ENCOURAGEMENT to never lose hope and to keep the Faith in the power
of Heaven within your Soul.
ENLIGHTENMENT to help remind you to attune to your inner Truth and
bring more and more light transmissions to light up your Soul through
these inspired messages.
EMPOWERMENT by pointing out your own powers of Soul perception, the
Holy Spirit within, and highlighting your own Soul powers of discernment,
love, and peace, and also directing your attention within to your Soul
power of vibrational mastery through Love of God and attunement to
Divine Will.

The Power of Pure Perception
 Pure perception is above duality—it is awareness.
 Pure perception is objective direct knowingness. (Be still & know.)
 Pure perception is a higher perspective that transcends
programming. [sub-conscious belief systems & memory patterns]
 Pure perception is consciousness that is pure and expansive.
 Pure perception is accomplished by entering the realm of pure
expansive love.
 Pure perception embraces ―All‖ while losing focus of self as separate.
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When the state of consciousness reaches pure perception, New LightNew Information comes into awareness.
All limitations and illusions are dissolved.
Pure perception aligns one’s awareness with Absolute Truth.
This is where one experiences the direct perception of Truth.
These perceptions come in as a ―sense‖ through feelings, images, or
audible perception of words through the inner sense.
Sensing the Light as information is revealed to the mind through the
faculty of imagination.
Pure perception increases caring and compassion.
Truth illuminates consciousness.
A passion for truth ignites.
Light is Absolute Truth which is information.
Sparks of light enter the imagination as ideas and inspiration.

The Power of Perception is an open heart that RECEIVES the Light.
This Heart Intelligence perceived things AS THEY ARE without mental
interference.
The Light of TRUTH is Powerfull!!!
DISCERNMENT – the ability to FEEL what is true—INCREASES.
Cognitive dissonance is feeling something that is NOT true.
o This leads to investigation.
o One’s passion to search for truth continues to burn.
The Power of Perception is increasing among Humanity.
 The tipping point of affecting the ―whole‖ of the masses is at
hand. In other words, a direct knowing element of
consciousness is going to come FROM WITHIN every human.

IMAGINE!

ALL

-

Programming dissolved.
Deception becomes impossible.
People know the truth.
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The Power of Perception is transferred DIRECTLY when reaching a critical
point in the morphogenic field of human consciousnes..
This is known as the ―Hundredth Monkey‖ effect.
It IS happening NOW.
People are ―changing their minds‖ and ways they view things.
Our minds are becoming ―renewed.‖
We don’t need to reach each other with truthful information in the typical
―head-brain‖ to ―head-brain‖ method of communication.
(Although THAT IS happening a lot! It provides PROOF, or validation and
confirmation that our inner feelings of knowingness are spot on.)
Individual transformation of consciousness to pure perception is the
POWER that is transforming the field, and everyone is connected to the
same morphongenic field of the mass consciousness of humanity, and so
every individual is being affected.

IMAGINE!
THIS IS
HAPPENING

-

People waking up like popcorn popping!

NOW!

-

As things are ―heating up,‖ more & more people
are ―popping‖ into higher awareness!

NEVER FEAR!
Light is Active; Darkness is Passive
Open the door to a dark room from a lighted hallway.
The light goes into the room.
The darkness does not go into the hallway.
Each person makes a difference.
Go into a dark room and light a candle.
See how much it shines!
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Pure Perception is
POWERFUL!
We are Light!
Be still and KNOW.
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